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NOTICIAS
Germany Launches World-First Battery Pass Project
Publicada en https://www.advancedbatteriesresearch.com, 29/04/2022.

Germany's Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action
formally announced today its "Battery Pass" project and its eleven
consortium members, including Circulor, the leading supply chain
traceability provider, as the project's technology implementor.

ver más...

EU Influence: Energy storage demands — Green Marshall plan
— Europe’s democratic decline
Publicada en https://www.politico.eu, 22/04/2022.

Vasylenko wants Ukraine to rebuild its highly polluting industrial base to become the manufacturing engine of
the EU Green Deal — where a postwar investment could be tailored to meet the industrial needs of this
century. “We’re essentially going to be starting from scratch with the amount of destroyed industrial sites,
energy sites. We can be the breeding ground for new technology for pilot projects, for renewables projects,”
she said.
ver más...
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NREL sees strong future for US energy storage installations,
investment, innovation
Publicada en https://cleanenergynews.ihsmarkit.com, 19/04/2022.

Driven by a need to balance intermittent renewable energy and enabled by
expected reductions in battery costs, US energy storage installations will
grow by more than eight times their level at the end of 2020, a new
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) report concludes. NREL's
reference forecast is that more than 200 GW of storage will be installed in
the US by 2050.

ver más...

Technology breakthroughs 2022: Energy storage
Publicada en https://www.crystolenergy.com, 25/03/2022.

While it is impossible to predict how and when breakthrough technologies
will emerge, there are methods that were developed years and even
decades ago that hold great promise. This is the case with certain energy
storage technologies that are currently being refined for mass deployment
and more cost-effective use.

ver más...
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How to predict and manage EV charging growth to keep
electricity grids reliable and affordable
Publicada en https://energy.stanford.edu, 23/03/2022.

One day, the demand for electricity to charge electric vehicles may overwhelm the power grid, unless the
electricity sector is prepared for the challenge. With a growing fleet of EVs on the road, grid planners depend
on accurate estimates of charging patterns to calculate electricity demand.
ver más...

The Ministry of Science and Technology of China issued a draft
for the 2022 application guidelines for the key project of "energy
storage and smart grid technology"
Publicada en http://en.cnesa.org, 23/03/2022.

The application guidelines are intended to focus on 7 directions and 26 guidance tasks: medium-duration and
long-duration energy storage technology, short-duration and high-frequency energy storage technology, ultralong-duration energy storage technology, active grid-support technology from high-penetration renewable
energy, safe and efficient operation technology for ultra-large-scale AC-DC hybrid power grid, supply-demand
interaction and energy efficiency enhancement technology for diversified energy consumers, fundamental gridsupport technology.
ver más...
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Gravity could solve renewable energy's biggest problem
Publicada en https://edition.cnn.com/, 14/03/2022.

In the Swiss municipality of Arbedo-Castione, a 70-meter crane stands tall.
Six arms protrude from the top, hoisting giant blocks into the sky. But these
aren't building blocks, and the crane isn't being used for construction.

ver más...

Zinc batteries: Old technology brings new values
Publicada en https://www.pv-magazine.com, 09/03/2022.

In battery storage, there is no silver bullet chemistry type and as we move
towards more ambitious decarbonization goals, room is being made for
diverse systems. As an old technology with new vitality, zinc-based
batteries are edging closer to commercialization, leveraging their unique
ability to be configured for short and long duration operation.

ver más...
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Li-ion battery cathode materials: See price evolution since 2010
Publicada en Inside EVS, 08/03/2022.

Cobalt remains the most expensive, but a lot of attention is now on nickel.
The unprecedented expansion of the lithium-ion battery market over the
past 10 years caused a significant increase in demand for core materials
used for battery production. The higher the demand, the higher the
pressure to increase prices or search for alternatives.

ver más...
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EMPRESAS Y MERCADOS
GM reportedly stops providing battery pack replacements for
the chevy spark EV
Publicada en https://www.theverge.com, 24/04/2022.

Putting vehicle owners in a tough position. General Motors will reportedly
no longer provide battery replacements for the all-electric version of the
Chevy Spark, according to a report from EV-Resource (via InsideEVs).
The Chevy Spark electric vehicle (EV) was first released in 2013, and GM
continued to make new models until 2016.

ver más...

CATL officially launches its first 4 EVOGO battery swap
stations; Nio closing in on 900
Publicada en https://www.greencarcongress.com, 22/04/2022.

China-based battery giant CATL officially launched its EVOGO battery
swap services (earlier post) in Xiamen, southeast China’s Fujian Province,
making it the world’s first EVOGO city. The first four fast battery swap
stations that have started operation are located in Siming District, Huli
District and Haicang District of Xiamen.

ver más...
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e-Zinc raises US$25m to begin commercial pilot production of
long-duration storage
Publicada en https://www.energy-storage.news, 07/04/2022.

Zinc: versatile, abundant and used by various energy storage companies
at differing stages of commercialisation. Image: Wikimedia, Hi-Res Images
of Chemical Elements. E-Zinc, a Canadian company which claims its zinc
metal-based battery technology could provide low-cost, long-duration
energy storage has raised US$25 million.

ver más...

CATL to launch battery production in Germany this year
Publicada en https://www.electrive.com/, 05/04/2022.

The Chinese battery manufacturer CATL wants to ramp up cell production
at its new plant in Thuringia in the second half of this year. Instead of the
planned capacity of 14 gigawatt-hours, however, it will only produce 8
GWh in 2022.

ver más...
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Swytch’s new conversion kit includes a 700g, smartphone-sized
battery that will electrify any bike
Publicada en https://www.bikeradar.com, 05/04/2022.

Swytch Technology has announced a new conversion kit that will turn any
bike into an electric bike, with a hub motor, pedal sensor and battery.
Based in London, Swytch first debuted a conversion kit in 2017, raising
$500,000 on Indiegogo.

ver más...

Volkswagen Group and SEAT reveal electrification plan for
Spain
Publicada en https://www.volkswagen-newsroom.com, 23/03/2022.

Electrifying Spain by creating a European Electric Vehicle Hub, building up
a battery cell production and full, sustainable E-ecosystem: These are the
goals of Volkswagen Group and SEAT for the Iberian Peninsula.

ver más...
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ESS launches in europe to meet demand for long-duration
energy storage
Publicada en https://finance.yahoo.com, 16/03/2022.

ESS is scheduled to begin European deployment of its long-duration
batteries during the second half of 2022. The European region is expected
to require up to 20 TWh of long-duration energy storage if it is to meet UN
climate change goals of Grid Net-Zero by 2040.

ver más...

Uber invests £5 million installing 700 chargers in London
Publicada en Electrive, 11/03/2022.

In London, the boroughs of Brent, Newham and Redbridge are cooperating
with Uber to install 700 chargers for electric cars on London streets. Uber
is investing £5 million in the chargers, which will be branded by Uber but
available for all drivers to use. The aim is for the new on-street charging
points to improve […]

ver más...
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Un consorcio de 8 empresas lanza el proyecto “Regenera” para
avanzar en el almacenamiento eficiente en renovables
Publicada en MUNDOENERGIA, 08/03/2022.

El consorcio está integrado por DAM, ENGIE, Sorigué, Hidroquimia, Tyris AI, H2B2, AIGUASOL y Exolum El
proyecto tiene una duración de 40 meses y forma parte del Programa Estatal de I+D+i “Misiones Ciencia e
Innovación” del CDTI El proyecto REGENERA – formado por un consorcio de ocho empresas integrado por el
Grupo DAM, ENGIE, Sorigué, […]
ver más...

StoreDot says that by 2024, its battery cells will achieve 100
miles of range after just five minutes of charging
Publicada en https://electrek.co/, 02/03/2022.

StoreDot, an Israel-based electric vehicle battery startup, says it will deliver
battery cells that will be able to achieve a charge of 100 miles of range in
just five minutes. The company says that those battery cells will be ready
for mass production in 2024 and that it will be able to manufacture cells
that can achieve 100 miles of range in just three minutes by 2028.

ver más...
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PATENTES
Thermal energy storage plant
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 21/04/2022.

Solicitante: SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY GMBH & CO.
KG
A thermal energy storage plant (10) comprising; a fluid transporting
machine (110) for generating a flow of a working fluid, a heating device
(120), a thermal energy storage (130), a first flow path (141) from a source
(151) of the working fluid to an insertion point (111), the first flow path
(141) including a first thermal exchange path (141a) along which the
temperature of the working fluid is raised from an initial temperature (T0) to

ver más...

Distributed system for energy storage and energy demand
shifting
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 14/04/2022.

Solicitante: BLIP, LLC.
Systems and methods for shifting energy demand are described herein. An
energy management computing system can monitor energy prices and
send commands to a residential energy storage device to discharge at
periods when energy prices are relatively high. Alternatively, the energy
storage device can receive energy prices and determine when to
discharge in order to reduce costs when energy prices are relatively high.

ver más...
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Household energy storage constant temperature battery system
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 14/04/2022.

Solicitante: FranklinWH Technologies Co., Ltd.
The present application discloses a household energy storage constant
temperature battery system, comprising: a battery module including a
battery pack and at least one group of battery cores; the battery pack
includes a heat conducting plate, the heat conducting plate includes a
battery end and a first heat dissipation end, and each group of the battery
cores are arranged in contact with the battery end and enclosed in the
battery pack; a heat dissipation module,

ver más...

Manufacture of electrodes for energy storage devices
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 14/04/2022.

Solicitante: FASTCAP SYSTEMS CORPORATION
A method for fabricating an electrode for an energy storage device is
provided. The method includes heating a mixture of solvent and materials
for use as energy storage media; adding active material to the mixture;
adding dispersant to the mixture to provide a slurry; coating a current
collector with the slurry; and calendaring the coating of slurry on the
current collector to provide the electrode.

ver más...
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Multi-Port energy storage battery
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 14/04/2022.

Solicitante: FranklinWH Technologies Co., Ltd.
The present application discloses a multi-port energy storage battery. The
multi-port energy storage battery comprises a battery case including a first
port, a second port and a third port; a battery module, including a first
interface, the first interface is connected to the first port, the battery module
is configured to connect an external power supply module via the first port
and first interface, so as to charge the battery module; a DC-DC converter

ver más...

Self-recharging direct conversion electrical energy storage
method
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 14/04/2022.

Solicitante: Eric M. DeLangis
A method for collecting and storing the energy emitted by radioisotopes in
the form of alpha and or beta particles is described. The present invention
incorporates aspects of four different energy conversion and storage
technologies, those being: Nuclear alpha and or beta particle capture for
direct energy conversion and storage, fuel cells, rechargeable
electrochemical storage cells and capacitive electrical energy storage.

ver más...
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Systems and methods for conserving thermal and electrical
energy usage in buildings and houses
Publicada en Patentscope_Domótica, 14/04/2022.

Solicitante: The Regents of the University of Colorado, a body corporate
Systems and methods of use of movable shading devices, are disclosed.
In some example implementations, the system can include one or more
movable shading devices, where the one or more movable shading
devices are configured to be selectively moveable, based on control by a
programmable controller, with respect to an external surface of a building
or house, where the external surface of the building or house includes at
least one wall surface and at least one roof surface,

ver más...

Energy storage system monitoring and protection system
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 13/04/2022.

Solicitante: EA RS FIRE ENG LTD
A system 1 for the monitoring and protection of an energy storage system
comprising a plurality of energy cells, such as a battery or fuel cell 2,
comprises at least one temperature sensor (3, fig 2), a suppression agent
discharge system 4 for discharging a suppression agent, and a control
system for constantly monitoring the rate of change of temperature
measured by each of the one or more temperature sensors, and for
controlling the discharge of the suppression agent from the suppression
agent discharge system.
ver más...
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Compressed air energy storage system and method based on
common heat storage and release loop
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 07/04/2022.

Solicitantes: CHINA THREE et al.
A compressed air energy storage system and method based on a common
heat storage and release loop. A packed bed heat storage device (106), a
liquid storage tank (108) and a shielding pump (109) are sequentially
connected in series to form the heat storage and release loop; a heat
exchanger (102) is positioned in the portion, between the flow-type packed
bed heat storage device (106) and the shielding pump (109), of the heat
storage and release loop

ver más...

Energy storage unit having a rack assembly and a plurality of
battery modules
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 07/04/2022.

Solicitantes: BLUE SOLUTIONS CANADA INC et al.
An energy storage unit having a rack assembly and a plurality of battery
modules is disclosed. The rack assembly has a frame having at least one
shelf adapted to receive the battery modules thereon, a plurality of first
electrical connectors, a system control unit, and a main power terminal.
Each battery module has two second electrical connectors that are each
selectively slidingly connected to one first electrical connector.

ver más...
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Variable moment flywheel
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 07/04/2022.

Solicitante: Daniel Anthony Maiullo.
A method for storage of excess energy which would otherwise be lost, the
regulation of angular velocity, and prevention of excessive velocities is
disclosed. The device consists of a bowl shaped container, divided into
sections by radially oriented vertical walls, which holds a fluid (any
appropriate liquid or set of small solid particles), and spins on its vertically
oriented axis at various angular velocities. The floor of the device is formed
in successive shapes of bowls and shelves, which allows for a kind of
“gearing”.
ver más...

Electrochemical energy storage device
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 01/04/2022.

Solicitante: BATTERY CONSULT AG.
The invention proceeds from an electrochemical energy storage device, in particular an electrochemical cell
(10), based on the redox system Na/MCl2 comprising a ceramic electrolyte (12) that conducts Na+ ions and a
salt as liquid electrolyte, wherein a cathode space (11) is arranged outside an electrolyte tube and an anode
space (13) is arranged within an electrolyte tube. The invention proposes that the electrochemical energy
storage device, in particular the electrochemical cell, comprises a cell housing (19) which has a semi-spherical
cell bottom (23).
ver más...
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Energy storage systems
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 01/04/2022.

Solicitante: REICHENSTEIN, Steven.
An energy storage system is provided. The system comprises an energy
storage device comprising: a pressure vessel configured to store
pressurised fluid; and one or more resilient elements, wherein the resilient
elements comprise a plurality of filaments of resilient material braided to
form the resilient elements, wherein the resilient elements are arranged
within or about the pressure vessel, and wherein the energy storage
device is configured such that storing pressurised fluid within the pressure
vessel acts to tension or compress the resilient elements.
ver más...

Battery charging method and apparatus, and storage medium
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a baterias, supercapacitadores, supercondensadores, acumuladores, 10/03/2022.

Solicitante: BEIJING XIAOMI MOBILE SOFTWARE CO., LTD.
A battery charging method includes: acquiring a current static voltage of a
battery in a current charging stage, and determining the maximum
charging current matching with the current static voltage, during staged
charging of the battery; and charging the battery according to the
maximum charging current. The charging speed can be guaranteed, and
the overvoltage protection cannot be triggered during each charging stage,
thereby preventing damages to battery cells.

ver más...
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Battery management apparatus and energy storage system
having the same
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a baterias, supercapacitadores, supercondensadores, acumuladores, 10/03/2022.

Solicitantes: HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY et al.
A battery management apparatus includes a plurality of battery cells
connected to one another in at least one of a series connection or a
parallel connection; a detector configured to detect electrical signals of the
battery cells; a monitor configured to obtain the electrical signal for each of
the battery cells and values of correlation coefficient corresponding to
correlation results obtained based on the electrical signals, and to
generate identification signals corresponding to the electrical signals of the
battery cells based on the values of correlation coefficient and a reference
value.
ver más...

Battery management systems for energy storage devices
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 10/03/2022.

Solicitante: Ambri Inc.
Disclosed herein are methods and systems for monitoring and/or
regulating energy storage devices. Examples of such monitoring and/or
regulating include cell balancing, dynamic impedance control, breach
detection and determination of state of charge of energy storage devices.

ver más...
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Capacity estimator for an energy generation and/or storage
system
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 10/03/2022.

Solicitante: Enphase Energy, Inc.
A method and apparatus for estimating capacity of a system including an
energy generation system, an energy storage system or both. The method
and apparatus initially estimate the system capacity based on a facility
location and size. The initial estimate may be adjusted through adjustment
of at least one parameter. An updated capacity estimate is generated and
displayed.

ver más...

Detecting latent faults within a cell of an energy storage system
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 10/03/2022.

Solicitante: Volvo Car Corporation
A method of detecting a latent fault of at least one cell among a plurality of
cells in an energy storage system, and a control unit performing the
method. The method comprises determining State of Health Cell
Resistance, SoHCR, and State of Charge, SoC, of a selected cell, wherein
the selected cell is indicated to have a latent fault if a determined value of
the SoHCR is higher than a reference value and if a determined value of
the SoC is higher than a reference value; or determining State of Health
Cell Capacity, SoHCC
ver más...
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Electric energy conversion and control device and energy
storage system having the same
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a baterias, supercapacitadores, supercondensadores, acumuladores, 10/03/2022.

Solicitante: Envision Energy CO.,LTD.
An electric energy conversion and control device includes an electric
energy conversion unit configured to perform electric energy conversion, a
connection end of energy storage battery pack configured to connect to the
energy storage battery pack, a safety device connected in a connection
line between the electric energy conversion unit and the connection end of
the energy storage battery pack to protect the electric energy conversion

ver más...

Energy storage device for electric energy, charging arrangement
and method for installing an energy storage device or charging
arrangement
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a baterias, supercapacitadores, supercondensadores, acumuladores, 10/03/2022.

Solicitante: AUDI AG.
An energy storage device for electrical energy for charging an electric
motor vehicle includes at least one battery module, a housing for
accommodating the at least one battery module and a connection device
for connection to a power supply for charging the at least one battery
module from a power grid, wherein the flat energy storage device has a
reinforcing structure which makes it possible for a motor vehicle, in
particular a passenger car, to drive over a top surface of the energy
storage device arranged on a ground surface which can be driven upon.
ver más...
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Heating device and storage device
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a baterias, supercapacitadores, supercondensadores, acumuladores, 10/03/2022.

Solicitante: ROHM Co., Ltd.
Provided are a heating device and a storage device. The heating device
includes a board, and a plurality of microheaters arranged on the board
and electrically connected to the board. The plurality of microheaters are
arranged in a form of an array. Each of the plurality of microheaters
includes a first silicon substrate, an insulating film, and a heater.

ver más...

Optimal configuration method for hybrid energy storage of gridconnected wind storage power generation system
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a baterias, supercapacitadores, supercondensadores, acumuladores, 10/03/2022.

Solicitante: Tianjin University.
An optimal configuration method for a hybrid energy storage of a gridconnected wind storage power generation system is provided, including:
performing a frequency domain decomposition on a historical wind power
output, to count high-frequency and low-frequency components of the
historical wind power output, and determining a rated power of the hybrid
energy storage based on a probability distribution function

ver más...
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Redox-flow battery for energy storage
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a baterias, supercapacitadores, supercondensadores, acumuladores, 10/03/2022.

Solicitante: FUNDACIÓN IMDEA ENERGÍA.
The present invention refers to a redox-flow battery (1) comprising a
positive compartment (10) comprising a positive electrode (11) and a
catholyte, wherein said catholyte is an alkaline ferrocyanide solution; a
catholyte reservoir container (12) connected in fluid communication with
the positive compartment (10) through at least one conduct (13) and said
container (12) comprising catholyte and a solid electroactive material (14)

ver más...

Thermal energy storage and retrieval system
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 10/03/2022.

Solicitante: Photon Vault, LLC
The invention provides, in some aspects, a thermal storage system that
has one or more fluid-transport vias that contain a heat transfer fluid and
that are disposed in thermal coupling with a form of graphite, e.g.,
expanded graphite. The graphite form is, in turn, disposed in thermal
coupling with a bonded aggregate material.

ver más...
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Thermal storage in pressurized fluid for compressed air energy
storage systems
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 10/03/2022.

Solicitante: Hydrostor Inc.
A thermal storage subsystem may include at least a first storage reservoir
configured to contain a thermal storage liquid at a storage pressure that is
greater than atmospheric pressure. A liquid passage may have an inlet
connectable to a thermal storage liquid source and configured to convey
the thermal storage liquid to the liquid reservoir. A first heat exchanger
may be provided in the liquid inlet passage and may be in fluid
communication between the first compression stage and the accumulator,
whereby thermal energy can be transferred from a compressed gas stream
exiting a gas compressor/expander subsystem to the thermal storage
liquid.
ver más...

Energy control and storage system for controlling power based
on a load shape
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 03/03/2022.

Solicitante: Sacramento Municipal Utility District.
An energy control and storage system includes an energy monitor, a
power controller, an energy storage device, and a computing unit. The
energy monitor monitors power provided between an electric distribution
system and a load. The power controller exchanges power with the energy
monitor and receives power from a power generation system. The energy
storage device stores energy received through the power controller. The
computing unit receives a load shape from outside the energy control and
storage system.
ver más...
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Energy storage assembly
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 03/03/2022.

Solicitante: GM GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS LLC.
An energy storage assembly includes a plurality of battery cells electrically
connected to each other to form a battery pack in which the battery cells
are grouped together to form a first stack of cells and a second stack of
cells. The energy storage assembly also includes a first barrier disposed
between the first stack of cells and the second stack of cells to reduce heat
transfer between the first stack of cells and the second stack of cells. The
energy storage assembly further includes a coolant plate disposed along
the battery cells.
ver más...

Method and apparatus for producing plastic preforms and
plastic containers with thermal preform storage
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 03/03/2022.

Solicitante: KRONES AG
Method for operating an apparatus for producing plastic preforms and
plastic containers, comprising at least one injection moulding machine and
one blow moulding machine, wherein the plastic preforms are injection
moulded within the injection moulding machine and are formed into plastic
containers within the blow moulding machine and are transported from the
injection moulding machine to the blow moulding machine, wherein a
heating device is arranged downstream of the injection moulding machine
and the injection moulding machine and the blow moulding machine are
coupled to one another.
ver más...
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Method for performing cyclical energy storage and device
therefor
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 03/03/2022.

Solicitante: IVOC-X GMBH.
The invention relates to a method and to a device for performing cyclical
energy storage for a process region in a cyclical operation using an energy
storage medium having a hot side and a cold side, the method comprising
the following method steps, which are repeated in a cycle time. The energy
storage medium is heated on the hot side by means of a hot medium in
order to initiate internal thermal conduction in the energy storage medium
from the hot side to the cold side. The temperature on the cold side of the
energy storage medium is continuously captured by means of a
temperature sensor and is compared with a preset limit temperature.

ver más...

Powder material for sintering and solid latent heat storage
member including the same
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 03/03/2022.

Solicitante: NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED INDUSTRIAL
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
[PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED] To provide a solid heat storage material that
is made of a VO2-based inorganic material, is easy to sinter, has a high
latent heat storage capacity, and can be suitably used as a phase change
solid heat storage material, and a method of manufacturing the same.

ver más...
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System and method for collecting solar energy with a stationary
thermal storage device
Publicada en Tecnologías asociadas a almacenamiento de energía, 03/03/2022.

Solicitante: Thermal Storage Systems
A novel portable solar energy system includes a solar concentrator, a
thermal storage device, an azimuth adjustment system, an elevation
system, and a heat exchanger, all mounted on a rotatable support frame.
In a particular embodiment, the thermal storage device remains at a fixed
vertical height and fixed tilt orientation when adjustments are made to the
azimuth adjustment system and/or the elevation adjustment system.

ver más...
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PUBLICACIONES CIENTÍFICAS
Multi-criteria decision making for different concentrated solar
thermal power technologies
Publicada en Sustainable Energy Technologies and Assessments, 14/03/2022.

Publication date: August 2022 Source: Sustainable Energy Solar thermal
power technologies are promising renewable energy sources that could
replace the conventional fossil fuel power plants. Parabolic trough collector
(PTC), linear Fresnel reflector (LFR), solar power tower (SPT), and Solar
power dish (SPD) are the commercial concentrated solar thermal power
technologies

ver más...

Integration of hydrogen technology and energy management
comparison for DC-Microgrid including renewable energies and
energy storage system
Publicada en Sustainable Energy Technologies and Assessments, 12/03/2022.

Publication date: August 2022 Source: Sustainable Energy Microgridsbased distributed energy resources DERs have an electrical revolution,
especially in the electrification zones and clean energy. This paper
proposes a comparative energy management study of an isolated direct
current micro-grid DCMG, which consists of two primary sources, a
photovoltaic PV and wind turbine WT generator working at the maximum
power point MPP to extract the maximum available, then an energy
storage system ESS-based lead-acid batteries to assuring the DC-bus
stability.
ver más...
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Enabling fastcharging Lithiumion battery anodes: influence of
spheroidization on natural graphite
Publicada en Wiley: Batteries & Supercaps, 11/03/2022.

During the shaping process of natural graphite flakes into rounded
particles, process parameters control surface and bulk properties of the
product. Direct correlation between graphite surface characteristics and Liintercalation rate is identified. Tailoring of particle shape and carbon
surface properties allows optimization of both electrode design and active
material functionality for fast-charging applications.

ver más...

Utility-scale energy storage in an imperfectly competitive power
sector
Publicada en BASE Bielefelt Energy Storage, 09/03/2022.

Interest in sustainability has increased the share of variable renewable
energy sources (VRES) in power generation. Energy storage systems'
potential to mitigate intermittencies from non-dispatchable VRES has
enhanced their appeal. However, the impacts of storage vary based on the
owner and market conditions. We examine the policy implications of
investments in utility-scale battery storage via a bi-level optimization
model. The lower level depicts power system operations, modeled as
either perf[...]

ver más...
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Coatings utilization to modify the effective properties of high
temperature packed bed thermal energy storage
Publicada en BASE Bielefelt Energy Storage, 09/03/2022.

High-temperature thermal energy storage is becoming more and more
important as a key component in concentrating solar power systems and
as an economically viable large-scale energy storage solution. Ceramics
and natural rocks based packed beds are one of the attracting solutions.
For application temperatures above 600 C, radiation heat transfer
becomes the dominant heat transfer phenomenon and it greatly influences
the performance of thermal storage systems. Coatings with different
thermal prop[...]

ver más...

Impact of imbalance settlement system design on risk-averse
energy storage
Publicada en BASE Bielefelt Energy Storage, 09/03/2022.

The imbalance of a balance responsible party is thedeviation of its realtime energy use/delivery from its contractedposition. Real-time imbalance
is today settled in different waysdepending on the country and price area.
However, the design ofthe imbalance settlement system can have a high
impact on thebidding strategy of a balance responsible party and its
expectedimbalance. In this paper, the bidding strategy of a
balanceresponsible party under different imbalance settlement
systemdesigns is [...]

ver más...
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Development of a thermal energy storage pressed plate ceramic
based on municipal waste incinerator bottom ash and waste
clay
Publicada en BASE Bielefelt Energy Storage, 09/03/2022.

International audience ; Pressed plates ceramics made of gross-milled
bottom ashes and waste clay, were made using technologies available in
the building bricks and tiles industry, to ease production upscaling at lowcost. These sintered ceramics are intended for use as a high-temperature
thermal energy storage material. They represent an alternative to the
waste-based petrurgic ceramics previously developed for this application.
Post-treated incinerator bottom ashes from a commercial incinerato[...]

ver más...

Bioelectrochemical energy storage in a microbial redox flow cell
Publicada en BASE Bielefelt Energy Storage, 08/03/2022.

Bioelectrochemical systems (BESs) can be used to transform the electrochemical energy of fuels in electricity
in Microbial Fuel Cells (MFC). However, this generated bioenergy can be captured by external loads or
dissipated as heat, instead of being utilized or stored. A Microbial Redox Flow Cell (MRFC) is here presented,
which demonstrates the integration of a BESs with a Redox Flow Cell (RFC); it is an innovative approach to
store the energy released by the electroactive bacteria into storable [...]
ver más...
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Hybrid solar power plant with thermochemical energy storage: A
multi-objective operational optimisation
Publicada en BASE Bielefelt Energy Storage, 08/03/2022.

Energy storage is key to decarbonising the energy sector by reducing
intermittency and increasing the integration of renewable energy.
Thermochemical energy storage (TCES) integrated with concentrated
solar and photovoltaic power plants, has the potential to provide
dispatchable and competitive energy. Here we develop a multi-objective
optimisation framework to find the best operational strategy of a hybrid
solar power plant with a TCES system. The model uses a typical
meteorological year to opt[...]
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